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now desirable as well as difficult it is, to adjust on every occasion the Back Horizon, Glass of Hadley's Quadrant with 
necessary precision, is declared by the many different con 
trivances which have been suggested for that purpose; and 
this I hope will procure an indulgent approbation of the pre sent, as well as the future, attempts that may be made for 
that end, till it shall be accomplished in every manner de 
sirable. The mode of its adjustment, by two near objects, has been described by the late Rev. Mr. Ludlam in his trea 
tise on the quadrant ; and it may by this be accurately per formed, if executed with due and intelligent attention to the 

B 



requisite circumstance-s.: but as 'neither Mr. Ludlam, nor 
any other person that I know, has explained the grounds of 
the directions helas given ; and as these directions will pro 
bably be applied in an unskilful and negligent \ manner, un, 
less it be generally unaerkood and ,impress,eil -of what _im 
portance they are.: as -moreover this is the method, at least 
the most generally ,practicable, of .adjusting the back horn. 
glass, as well as of trying the accuracy of the construc tion of the quadrant for effecting it in Mr. Blair's method ; and is also sub-serv,ient to Ad. contrivance hereafter men 
tioned for accomplishing it in the same way ; it is necessary, before I proceed to the -description of it, to state the prin 
ciples on which Mr. Ludlaw's judicious instructions are 
founded. 

He directs 'that the 'back horizon glass may 'be adjusted at 
right ,angles to the index glass, by the means of two near 
ajocts, such as two lines sustaining plummets in water, or two .candies *, ,&c. lying in the plane of the quadrant 
placed horizontal, and in a line joining the objects equidist ant from the .,quadt.; one of 'Mem being before, rind the 
other behind the observer ; by reversiriohe instrument by 
turning it half round in its own plane, and shiftingits posi 
tionlateially on either side, till the images of the.two objects are seen, through the hack sight vane, to coincide, when 
each of them 'alternately is 'viewed by the observer, by diP. 

When plummets are used, they must be placed at opposite doors or windows against the light'of the sky: _and if candles be employed, their light should be seen through a small slit in a screen placed before,each. 



re-ct vision after a half turn of the instrument; the index 
fixed at o, and the back horizon glass shifted, till the images are brought to coincide, whichsoever of them be viewed 
directly. The quadrant is to be supported on a moveable 
stand, on the points of two erected pins fixed on the stand, 
inserted into two conical holes made in the middle of the 
heads of the screw pins in theback of the instrument, which 
fasten the central pins supporting the index and the back 
horizon glass ; the placing the respective glasses alternately on these points, in the manner represented in fig I ., will 
reverse the quadrant, by giving it just a semicircular mo 
tion in its own plane. The manner of performing -this ad 
justment has been fully -described by Mr. Ludlam, to whom 
I refer ; but as I have seen no demonstration of its accuracy, I give the following proof of it ; assuming the established 
optical principles. Let A P Q, (fig. 1.), be the octant, fixed on two points under the centres of the index glass A, and the back hori 
zon glass B, or any two other fixed points; and let C and c 
be the two candles or objects by which the glass B is to be 
adjusted. The image of the object C will be seen by the 
eye E, looking through the sight vane, coincident with the  
object c, when the stand of the quadrant is property placed-, 
by the ray E B, parallel to A C, if the glasses areat right 
angles. Let the quadrant now be turned half round, and 
placed on the points in The position a p q ; and if the back 
horizon glass is properly adjusted, then the eye looking 



through the vane at e, }will see the reflected image of the 
object c coincident with the object C: because in these dif ferent positions of the quadrant, the incident rays become the reflected ones, and vice versa ; and the index glass in the 
2nd position a, will be parallel to th-e same, as it was in the 
ist-position A -; as also the horizon glass b to B. 
But if the\,speculukus A and B were not rightly adjusted at right angles to each other, the reflected ray B E in the 

former position of the quadrant would not be parallel to the 
incident ray C A but these rays would make an angle, 
equal, (suppose to B /1 (or E B N ; and consequently this B 111 (or B N is the reflected ray, by which, and in 
the direction of which, the image of the object C is seen 
then the object c must be placed at in (or 71 in order to coin 
cide with the image of C, which appears only in the direc 
tion of M B (or N B). Let them coincide in in ; and 
let the quadrant now be turned half round, and put into 
the position a p q ; in which the glasses a and A, and b and 
B are parallel : the angle of incidence is now one half of the 
angle in a d greater than half e a A or C A B by the angle C a in; so that the reflected ray a d will fall without the angle C a b; and will therefore either fall quite without the hori 
zon glass b; or at least at a distance from its centre : in the 
former case the image of c would not be seen by the eye at 
e at all, unless the index glass_were so long, and the object C so near, that a ray m g could fall on it in an angle so 
mueh less than the half of m a d, as that the reflected ray 



g It would fall on the glass b, and be again reflected to the 
eye at 
But if the rays forming the image are reflected from the 

middle part only of the mirrors, the image of m or Ti could 
not be seen to coincide with C by the eye at e ; for if the 
incident ray were different from c a, as suppose m a, the re 
 In order to understand the theory of the reflection of the lays forming the image seen in the back horizon glass, the following circumstances are to be considered : 1st, Because the speculum b is parallel to B, whatever inclination B has, which di verts the image of the object C from the point c to m, the same inclination I also Ins, tending to divert the image of c to o, let the reflected rays g b or a d fall where they will on the speculum, or with whatever inclination. 2d, If the mirrors were at right angles, the rays in a, m g would be reflected fi om the mirror b, in a direction parallel to themselves, i. e. the ray in a falling on the point 4 in the mirror b, would be reflected in d a parallel to nt a; and the ray m g fa1ing on h, in the mirror b; would be reflecied in h i parallel to m g : but when the mirrors are inclined to each other, the rays d o , and A i will decline from such parallelism in an 

angle equal eoC g m double the inclination of the mirrors. 5d, When the angle c a m exceeds the angle a m g subtended by half the length of the mirror a, by a difference equal to, or exceeding the angle, subtended by half the length of the horizon glass at the middle of the index, glass; all the rays reflected from the latter will fall without tile horizon glass, and not be reflected by it; but when the angle e a m is less than this, some of the rays incident on the index mirror a, will fall from it on the mirror b, and be again reflected ; and since the object c or nt is so near that there is a considerable difference in the incidences of the rays diverging from it on the in'irror a, from the point a to g (the greatest difference equal to a m g), and the same in the reflections from the mirror b, the image of the object c placed at m, may be seen in different places by some of the rays diverging from this mirror. 4th, The difference of the incidences of the rays m a and mg is that of their reflec tions in a d and g h ; and the difference of the incidences of a d and g Is will be Oat of their reflections from the mirror b ; and the angular motion of the speculum b mill be half of either these or those, in order to its reflecting one of these rays in the same di, rection in which the other had been reflected. 



fleeted ray would be different from a b; i. e. it would not fail 
on the speculum in the point b, nor consequently be seen 
(by the eye at e , to coincide With C; but would fall without b as at d, and would be reflected in d o ; in which direc. 
tion the image would be seen, and would be painted in the 
bottom of the eye, in a different place from that of the di, 
rect image of C; so that these images would be divaricated 
and it would be necessary to make them unite, by giving such a motion to the little mirror, as would have made the 
first reflected ray B E parallel to the incident ray C A, by which the first image would be transferred from m to c, and 
the second image from o to the eye at e. 

In the same manne it may be shewn, that if the second 
reflected ray,tended to any point N on the other side of the 
line B E, from an inclination of the speculum B on the 
other side, there would be a divarication of the images to 
the eye at e, till such inclination of the glass was removed. 
It also appears that the objects C and c, by which the ad- 
justment is made, may be placed very near the instrument, 
provided the reflection be made from the middle part only of the glasses, especially of the index-glass, the incidence 
of rays being different in different parts of it ; for unless the 
sight 'vane or eye hole for the little mirror, be large, so as 
that the eye could shift across the vane the axis of vision, which ought to be fixed, or the bole be very near the mirror; 
the image, if reflected from a part of' it distant from the 

would yet not appear coincident with the object seen 



directly through the middle, so as to prevent The separation of the images ; because when the rays which form both 
images, cross one another, and proceed in different direc 
tions, though they should even cross in the same point in the 
mirror, yet they will penetratc the eye diverging, and form 
4ifferent images on the retina, But if the image may be 
seen by reflection from any part of the index-glass,a, the 
angle of incidence of a ray in g, (of the near object c re 
moved to m, falling on that glass at a point g distant from 
its middle point a, will be less than that of a ray incident on 
the point a, by the angle a m g: (for if the lino a g were 
produced, the external angle, at g would be equal to tho 
angle at a and also to a nz g together ; and therefore as much 
as the external angle at g -is encreased above that' at a, as 
falling toward a perpendicular from m to the-line a g (El. 1. 32. 
cor. the iliternal one, or the angle made with the mirror, is 
diminished ; but if the incidences on a and g were equal, the 
reflections would be so too ; i. e. both m a and m g, and 
also ad and gh would be parallel ; which is the case when the 
object is very remote, the angle a m g then vanishing. Also 
since by reflection from any pumber of plane mirrors, the 
direction of the rays is changed, but not their inclination to 
each other, the ang. a m g made by the rays incident on the 
index-glass, will be likewise the measure of their divergence reflected from the horizon glass. If therefore the glasses 

The angle b a d is equal to c a m, and the angle made by e 1 and o d h e-qual to either; and an angular motion of the speculum b equal to half of any of these 
VOL. XII. 



10 
are uncovered, the eye may see the image of m, (by rays in 
cident on a and g in the mirror a, and on d and h in the 
mirror b, in different places, whose angular distance is a m g; and if the sight vane or hole at e be of any breadth, the 
second reflected image may be seen in two extreme places, whose distance will be as near to that angle as the breadth of 
the vane and of the horizon glass will allow,. and it may be 
also seen coincident with the direct image C, because the 
unsilvered part of the glass b extends, across its whole 
breadth, so that in whatever part of it the reflected image 
appears, the sight may be directed through that part to C. 6 
angles would make do issue parallel to b e; but if the speculums were uncovered, the dif. 
fertence,only of the angles a m g and c a m would require to be corrected by an angular. motion_of the speculum b, which would be half of this difference ; and this being done the image of m would be seen in the direction b e by the ray m g, while the same image would be visible at an angular distance equal to a m g; by the ray m a ; so that the Image of c or in might be seen in different places under the same inclination of the glasses ; 1. e. the adjustment would be uncertain.  To shew that what is here stated is applicable to observations made with the quadrant, let d,(1i/g, 2. be a luminous body, from which light falls on the mirror a b with an angle of incidence d f c: its image will be visible to an eye at e in the direction, el, when the angle e f is equal to c f d. Let the mirror be turned on its axis f, carrying the perpendicular f c with it : when this has arrived to the position f g, the angle of incidence will be encreased by cf g ; and the angle of reflection must be augmented by the same, so as now to be equal to d f g: if therefore the image is to be seen still in The point j; and no other point in the speculum, the eye must be placed at It ; when g fit will be 
equal to g f d; in which case the angle e f h will be equal to twice the angular motion a f i of the speculum, or of its perpendicular c f, which is the same ; i. e. e f h will be equal to twice c f g. If the eye may be shifted from the place A to a different placer as n, hy looking through a hole or vane, whose breadth is equal to the interval h n, the image of the object d may be seen by reflection from the mirror i k in a different place or di-, 
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From this it appears, that to adjust the horizon glass pro 
perly by two near objects, the face of both mirrors hould be 
covered, except the middle parts only, or means must be 
used to view the images by those rays only, which are inci 
dent on the middle of both mirrors But if according to Mr. 
Lucligm's direction, the object C be seen directly through the middle of the glass b, and if the image of no other part of the glass a, but its middle part also, can be seen by re 
flection from the middle of the mirror b ; then no rays incia. 
dent on any other part g of the index glass could be seen 
to coincide with the object C. Suppose this to be effected 
as Mr. Ludlam directs, by covering the index glass with a 
piece of card-paper, equal in size to itself, and lying lose to 
it, having a black line marked on the middle perpendicular to 
the plane of the instrument ; and the whole card to be made 
visible in the horizon glass b, and the black line to appear in 
rection n 222, visible in the mirror not in the place f, but in m, by a ray \dpi, reflected in m n, Making an angle with the former line of vision f Ii equal to the angle f d m; and as the eye shifts along the interval h n, carrying with it the axis of vision through the dif. ferent points in that interval, the line of direction Of the image, or its visible place will also shift through the interval m in theimirror with an angular motion finally equal to the angle f d in. Hence the place of a very near object Seen by reflection from a mirror through a vane, also very close to the mirror as in the back observation for this adjust ment, may be very inaccurately determined, unless it be seen only in that place or spot in the mirror from which spot the image had been reflected in a reversed position of the quadrant in the adjustment. When the object d is so remote, that the angle f d m be. comes insensibly small, then the apparent place of the image will be the same, in what ever part of f m in the mirror it is seen reflected from : but when the object is near, since the axis of vision cannot be fixed by contracting the eye-hole to a point, the images must be seen in the same place in the mirror. C 



1f 
appear In the bAddle, of b, through which the object C is 
Seth directly. As the whole card covering the mirror a, is 
see equidi&tant from the extremities of b every point in the 
surface of a, and consequently every ray reflected from such 
point,, must be in the same manner seen to preserve their re 
lative positions, and as the picture of a seen in b, should 
occupy nearly its whole surface; the extremities of a, or any 
rays reflected from such extremities, could not be seen In the 
centre of b; butif the objects C and c, being gnial), could 
hot subtend at the eye so great a space as the whole mirror 
a, the image of C would cover but a small part of the image of a; andif that image proceeded by reflection not from 
the ctre;biit the of a, it would be visible in the 
extremity of the image of a as seen in b; 1. e. at a distance 
from the centre of b, (and consequently remote from the 
i1ndge of C; if it were seen in the centre of h it must be 
reflected from the centre of a; but if the whole surface of 
a were not apparently coincident with that of It, this might not be the ease. 

ITence appears the justness of Mr. LWImn"s direction, 
that the centres of both mirrors should be seen to coincide 
in the horizon glass with the object seen directly ; for the 
images can appear thus, iti both posifions of the quadrant coincident only under a certain and invariable position of 
the specula,, though their whole surfaces were uncovered; 
it is hard however to distinguish by the eye what is the 
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middle part of the back horizon glass. By the glass herein 
after proposed to be_used,for Mr. Blair's adjustment, instead 
of the polished edge of-the index glass, the beam of light is 
reflected to the eye undivided, -which will allow the axis of 
vision to pass through the axis of the back-horizon gtass; as 
it 'ought to do, whether far adjustment of this glass, or for 
taking angles; and as the,axis of ,vision -cannot be the same 
 This glass lies so oblique to 410 eyeikthit'l think it yet-remaitts to be rmuiped *hat is to be _considered as its middre.part, whether the middle of the fore or back' surface, or the middle of its substance, or lastly that point in the same, which is the vertex of the angle made by the incident ray'with-the same refraited byits fore surface after re flection from its silveredsurface. It Would appear to me of little'moment, 'which of the two beams of light; ',proceeding _singly from the middle of the index-glass, and re. flected,double,from the two surfaces-of the horizon glass, be chosen for adjustment as the fixed axis of vision, (for both cannot be indiscriminately used, as emerging,from dif ferent parts of the glass, provided the reflected image be seen only by the same beam, issuing from the same part of the horizon glass in alreversals of the quadrant; were it not that the axis of vision ought ti pass-through the middle or axis of the glass, for the convenience of direct as ,well as reflex vision; according to ',which the reflected 

ray cannot, in the -oblique position of the glass, impinge,,on-the middle of either sur face ; but must be made.(by turning theAnstrument,in \its plane, and placing the sight vane properly, to fall on its fore _surface 'between the middle of it; and the edge next the eye, if the reflection is to be made from the fore surface; and between the middle and the remote edge, if the image reflected frOm the back surface is to be seen. The proper -place for reflection in the designed axis of vision, may bemarked on the face of the glass, by sticking to it a fine waxed thread ; and then the black line MI the card before mentioned, covering the , face of the index-glass, (or such another thread fixed along the middle of it, must be made to coincide with this thread ir every posi tion of the quadrant for this adjustment; and as two images-of the line will appear from the two surfaces, one only of them must be ,invariably used : the card to be removed in order to view the objects, when the line on it,is made coincident with the thread. 
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for both these, since the incidence of the rays from the 
middle, and of those from the normal edge of the index 
glass on the horizon glass, is different ; so the position of the 
back sight vane, and the position arid diiection of a tele 
scope, (if one be lised, must be altered for these different 
purposes.' The vane may, without moving its support,' have 
its position changed, ,by having theveye hole madein,a2 little 
moveable ,plate fastened-on:the support ; but a complicated motion would be -requisite for the telescope, to place it in 
the best mannerfor each of the above intentions. If it is 
expected to answer,by only a circular motion of its upright stand, changing its direction, ,without moving it from its 
place,, the stand should be placed as npar as possible to the 
back horizon,glassi for the farther it is removed:from it, the 
more ,distant in one of :its-Awo positions will its axis be from 
the axis of that glass. To ascertain the direction of the sight and of the telescope in making an observation by the edge-of the index-glass, or of the glass here-to beproposed for the same purpose, let 
a moveable'rule or square perpendicular to the-face of the 
quadrant, be applied to the farther side of the quadrant 
opposite to the back horizon glass; and when the direct and 
reflected images are brought to 'unite, as the eye looks 
through the axis of the glass, let -the rule be shifted, till its 
edge is made to appear in the place of their coincidence. If 
then a mark be made on the side of the quadrant at-the edge of the rule, a line drawn from the mark through the axis of 
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the horizon glass, will point out the axis of vision and direc 
tion of the telescope. If the position of the 'latter he wrong, the observations will be erroneous, unlessili. Hadlevjs cor 
rectj,:on be applied. If the object which by the eye at E is seen in m, i. e. the 
object C removed to mi were to be brought to appear to the 
eye, at e to coincide with C; by-giving the mirror 1, an angular motion sufficient for this, such motion would be too great for then the incident ray ma, and the reflected ray b e, would 
not be paraliti, n'or-consequently the glasses perpendicular 
only half this motion must be given, and then the stand 
changed, or the object m movecHo c till the  object and 
image are made to unite ; (it, being the 'same in effect,-whea tiler the stand be moved toward the object, or line joining the 
objects, or the object toward the stand); and then the qua, drant must be turned half round to its first position, and the 
images brought half way together by turning the horizon glass and united as before: this to be repeated at every semirevolu 
tion, so often as necessary, till the adjustment of the horizon 
glass is perfected. When the objects C*8c c are very distant, a 'small removal of 
the quadrant to the right br lefvolaline joining the objects, 
 Whether the eye, wtich, is itself a telescope,. and with a large aperture, ever re 

quires a correction of this sort, when it looks through a sight vane, is not questioned ; nor whether it views any thing obliquely ;.i. e. whether its axis be always the axis of its vision ; but enough is said here to shew the errors that may arise in some cases, from looking through an eye hole or '7ane Of too great magnitude; and these errors would not be corrected by using a telescope, unless Mr. Hadleys correction, (in hie: 3.1111 corollary, were applied. 



will make no sensible difference in the angle of incidence and 
reflection of the rays, nor consequently alter the place of tht 
images, as would be the case if the objects were near. 

If the quadrant, instead of being turned half-round from the 
position A:P Q to a p q, were to be so inverted, that the in 

and, horizon glasses 4 and B should be placed on the lines 
E c C e, the-acijustment could not be-made, unless the ob 
ject?, were-4o remote,-that the interval between the glasses would make an insensible ,angle at either of the objects, and 
that any little motion on either side Of ma line joining the 
objects, which might accidentally be given in , reversing the 
quadrant, would cause likewise only an imperceptible divanation orttw 'images. ,For if the quadrant were to be turned 
upsidedown, and so that the centres of the mirror would fall 
on the lines e as -before, the centre A on 1), and B 
on ,E; then the apgle of 'incidence of a ray -falling from C 
on D, ,-would be -different from that of a ray from C on A; 
it would therefore not be-reflected. to F; so that it would be 
necessary to turn the instrument in its plane, in order to 
make the image of C be visible in, the horizon glass ; by which 
the glasses in the' 2d. position 'would not be parallel to them 
selves a they-were in the 1st. nor is there any certain posi .  tion in which they could be placed, as this will depend on 
thei distance of the objects. So that the horizon glass cannot 
be adjusted by reversing. the face of the octant, unless the 
objects by ,which this is to'be done, are so far removed, that 
the distance between the glasses subtends at them an imper 
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ceptible angle.,; which Mr. Ludlam says will be, when they are removed at least half a mile off  and for the same rea 
sons, the adjustment cannot be made by the observer's turn 
ing himself half round with the instrument, without revers 
ing it, unless the objects are at a distance as great as this, 
if it be not fixed on the same points, as above directed ; by which alone the parallelism of the glasses is preserved, and 
also the same incidences and reflections, which are only ex 
changed one for the other by a half turn of the instrument ; 
so that when the horizon glass is rightly adjusted, the direct 
and reflected images are reciprocally visible and coincident. 

By this mode of adjusting the back horizon glass, by placing the quadrant on two ,fixed points between two near objects, a 
contrivance is made practicable, of using with full advan 
tage the excellent method proposed ,by Mr. Blair of adjust 
ing it at all times, by placing it parallel to a reflecting plane 
perpendicular to the index. glass,: for ascertaining ,which per 
pendicularty, the above mode of adjustment is necessary ; as 
without knowing and making allowance for any deviation 
from it, in all observations taken, they would all/be erroneous; which circumstance, as also this adjustment being the test of 
the accuracy of the addition, which I am to propose to the 
furniture of the quadrant, is the reason why I have been so 
diffuse in the explanation of this method. 
The reflecting plane Mr. Blai proposed to be formed of 
t This depends on the magnifying power of the telescope, and the smallness of the ant,. it will render discernable. 0 VOL. XII. 
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the lower edge of the index glass itself, by grinding and po 
lishing this edge perpendicular to the plane ofthe glass. The 
adjustment would be thus rendered admirdbly easy and certain, if the edge of the glass be formed perfectly plane and truly at right angles to it's face ; were it not that this edge is neces 
sarily so narrow, as not to afford a sufficient field of view to 
the observer, for distinguishing the object by which the ad 
justment is to be made: for the rays fall on the edge of the 
mirror so obliquely (making an angle with the plane of the 
edge, of no more than about_2i or 22' degrees, and forming on 
the hack horizon glass an image equal in breadth, on its 
oblique surface, to the edge), that if the index glass were so 
great as half an inch in thickness, its edge would subtend at 
the eye near the horizon glass 'an optic angle of about 85 nii 
nutes; and if its thickness be, as usual, 4th of an inch, it would 
take in a field of only about 20 minutes ; which is, too small 
to distinguish with ease the terrestrial objects to be viewed, 
though it would serve with difficulty for adjustment by the 
contact of the edges of the direct and reflected images of 
the sun or moon : this howev'er it would do with all facility, if the thicknesses of the index and horizon glasses were such, 
and so proportioned to each other, that the image of the 
former might be reflected from the fore and back surfaces 
of the back horizon glas-s, single, so as to form one 'image of 
double breadth, by the double reflection : for which purpose the back horizon glass must be very thin, and the index glass too thick ; as otherwise the image from the under surface of 
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the former would emerge at a distance from that reflected 
from its face; and the interval would to the naked eye ap 
pear like a shaded list, preventing the contact of the images observed from being seen by the double reflection, and con- 
fining the field to one of the images emerging from one sur 
face of the glass-; which will be as contracted as above 
stated" However, as it will always be easier and more 
 This will readily appear on inspection of Fig. 3 : in which A is. the index glass, and 13 the back horizon glass, placed at right angles to each other ; each glass being ph of an inch in thickness: on which a beam of light a b, proceeding from a remote object s, is incident on the edge of the mirror A, in an angle with the plane of the edge of about 22 degrees, being the complement of the angle of incidence on the same ; which in the quadrant is generally about at least 68 degrees: from which ed it is reflected to the glass B, and reflected again from both surfaces of the same; the extreme rays a and b of the beam of light, being throughout its progress, distinguished by the same letters ; and those reflected from the back surface marked a 2, and b 2 : their course (as the fig. itself vc ill skew), is traced with sufficient exactness; from which it apRears, that the beam of light a b, contracted by reflection from the mirror A to the ,Ivth part of an inch in breadth, preserves the same dimension till it enters the eye; both in the beam A., reflected from the anterior surface of the glass B, and in the beam z reflected from its back surface: for though this latter is diffused when it has penetrated the surface of the glass, it is again contracted on emerging from it-; and is, as reflected from both sur faces, become a double and divided beam, the interval between both its parts Uing al. most the thickness of each of them, which is equal to the sine of -22 degrees to a radius ith of an inch : and if the thickness of the index glass were to that of the horizon glass, as the sine of the refraction of the _rays to its cosine, the interval between the beams would-be equal to the breadth of either. To fill up the vacuity of the reflected light in this interval, by making the beams x and z issue contiguous, the thickness of the index glass must be to that of the horizon glass, as double the sine of refraction, to the cosine : this may be made evident as follows. Let the beam of light a b (fig. 4.), be reflected from the edge of the index glass A to D 
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pleasant to adjust by Mr. Blair's method, when the eye takes in a sufficient field of view ; and moreover as not every where a quadrant can be procured, furnished with an index 
the horizon glass B, in the same manner, and with the same incidences, refractions and reflections as in fig. 3 : on the mirror C it will occupy a space I i, equal to the breadth of the edge of the mirror A; and will cover the equal space R r, on the back surface of the mirror B ; after reflection from which, it will be refracted in the surface 1 k, emerging in the beam z; the several rays in this beam issuing at distances from 1 toward k, equal to the distances of their first incidence from i toward 1; the last ray b i emerging coincident with the ray 1 a: so that if the beam x did not fill the space i I, the beans z would not fill the space k I. but would leave an interval next to /equal to the deficiency toward i. Let the line p r be drawn perpendicular to the mirror, bisecting the line 1 i, and the angle of incidence and reflection 1 r 1, and parallel to c s the cosine of the angle of re fraction a /a, which angle is equal to c a /. In the similar triangles s c /, r p i, the side r p, the thickness of the mirror B, is to p i half the thickness of the mirror A, as a c the cosine of the angle of refraction, to c i or a a the sine of the same; so that when the thick ness of the mirror B, is p r the cosine of refraction, the thickness of the mirror A must Ise double of p i the sine of the same angle. Now to make the index mirror of so great thickness may produce a small inaccuracy, when angular distances are to be taken be tween very near objects, at which a small part of the length of this mirror would snbtend a perceptible angle; for the thicker the glass is, and the greater the complement of the angle observed, the greater intervals on its surface will there be between the places of incidence and emergence of the rays forming the reflected images; which still therefore be seen, sometimes by rays issuing from the middle of this mirror, aid sometimes by ra3s distant from the same : from which ariation I have above stated the errors that may arise : and because eery trinutia in the construction or use of this admirable instrument is deserving attention, it may be worth while to shew the manner in vs hich this hap pens. Let I G (fig. 5. be the index glass, in its position when the index is at e, and II the horizon glass at right angles to it ; its adjustment being made by the reflected imne of an object S, seen by the eye at I: to coincide with another opposite object visible in the direction E H. The image of S is conveyed to the eye by the ray S A refracted in A C. 
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mirror, whose edge is ground accurately at right angles to its 
plane, and the edge also set up perpendicular to the plane of the instrument ; (for which the purchaser must generally rely on 
reflected from C to B, thence refracted again in B II, and reflected by the mirror II in H E parallel to S 4. Since the mirror H, and the axis of vision E Hare fixed, the ray B His also fixed, in all observations taken ; and every object must be seen by rays ul timately coincident with B H. Suppose it be required to find the angular distance of another object 8, from the object seen directly in the line E II; and that for this pur pose, and to make the image of appear in E H, the index is moved to the position g, through half the angular distance S A s of the objects, (the lines S A and E being supposed the same, and the interval A H to be accounted for): then the image will be seen by the ray s a, inflected, as before traced, in the lines a c, c b, b H, and H E; and the thickness of the index glass being moderate, there will be an interval between the place of incidence on it of the rays S A and s a, so small as to be imper ceptible, and to occasion no error. But if the thickness of this mirror were great, as A D or a d, and the rays to be reflected from D and d; the image of S would be visible by the ray R p, proceeding in p D, D B, B II, and H E; and the image of s by the ray t e, e d, d b, b Ii, H E. So that when the adjustment was made, by the ray R p incident at p; the object s would afterward he seen, and the angle s A S measured, by the ray t e, incident at e, considerably distant from p. If the object a was very remote, the rays s a and t e would be as it were parallel, and their incidences and course the same but if the object s were near, as at r, then the incidences would differ, and the error of observation be equal to the angle e r a, so much the greater, as the object is nearer, or as the complement of the angular distance observed is greater and the same will be the case in the fore as well as in the back observation; which latter may be made as true as the former, if the line of direction of the sight be accurately fixed, by a long eye-tube, or telescope rightly placed, and if the other requisites above mentioned be observed. Thus though in observing remote objects, and for nautical uses, no inconvenience will arie from the thickness of the index glass ; (which if it be duly proportioned, as here stated, to that of the horizon glass, and its edge truly formed, is doubtless the best anti surest mechanical organ for adjusting the latter); and though no error can hence arise in perfotming the above described adjustment; wherein the position of the index glass 



the maker ; and few artists can he furnished with the exqui. site apparatus, which must be employed for effecting the 
former); I think it may be to many desirable to have an 
to the object is not changed, nor -consequently the incidences of the rays on it ; yet in observing very near objects, as the height or angular distances of buildings, offsets in surveys, bearings, &c. a great thickness of the index glass will produce a variable error, which though trifling, is unsatisfactory man instrument, whose general excellence would make one wish it to be exempt,from even the smallest imperfection. And this error can he diminished only by choosing such a certain position for the index glass with respect to its centre of motion, is would cause a part of the field of tview to be lost in measuring angles but_little exceeding 900, when the rays fall very ol)liquely on the index glass, and when also the error ,encreases, as does the complement of the observed angle to 180 degrees: For the point e (in fig. 5.), can be made to approach to the pint p, only as the triangle e d b, which is of given dimensions, shifts toward the mirror H, by its angle b advancing toward it in the lin b H, the triangle being moved parallel to itself; by which the point,b would fall beyond the end of the mirror i g at g, arid the field would be contracted. But the face of the mirror e b, and consequently the triangle e b-d, will be elevated, by advancing toward H, more or Jess, as the centre of motion of the in dex is placed farther from, or nearer to, the line p B the face of the index glass: so that the point of incidence of tire ra t e. cannot fall nearer to that of the ray-R p, with. out causing a part of the field to be lost, and this where it is most contracted. 
It has been made eviden there, that if the thickness of the index and horizon glasses be equal, or as formerly in use, there will be an interval between the beams of light re flected from the opposite surfaces of the latter ; and in this interval the reflected image is not visible to the observer ; who -can only see there the object directly through the, glass : and if he is to view both images coincident, be can only do so in the space filled 

by the beams; as in x or z-fig. 3; for if he attempted to make the extremities of the images to coincide at the internal edge of either of the reflected beams, be could not hold the quadrant steady enough to keep them there ; for which purpose it would require to be absolutely immoveable. 
OR these accounts, if advantage is to be taken of the double reflection, (without which the narrowness of either beam of light, and the evanescence of the reflected 
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easy contrivance to be substituted, where required, instead 
of this operation on the edge of the mirror ; and which can 
be executed with little additional labour by any instrument 
maker ; so as to afford a sufficient field of view, with a ca 
pacity for -accurate adjustment. 
This I have effected by the contrivance of a second small 

index mirror; requiring only one plane surface, and fixed 
on the index at right angles to the great mirror ; being totally free and detached from the index mirror, and capable of every 
adjustment for itself, without interfering with, or impeding 
any motion requisite for that purpose for the index glass, or 
altering its position. The following description of such a one, -which I have made, will shew that it is a very simple and 
easily fabricated addition to the quadrant. 
image in their interval of separation, will make the observation vl ith the naked eye. un certain and troublesome); it is necesary that the light from both surfaces of the glass, should be contiguous, having no interval; which can only be effected, either by making the index-glass almost one quarter of an inch thick, or by reducing the thickness of the horizon glass to less than Ti,th of an inch; or by such a mutual compensation of both, as would still leave one as much too thick as the other would be too thin, for the uses above stated : and though this may be remedied, while yet the glasses remain of their due and proper dimensions, by using a telescope, whose aperture is large enough to take in both beams of the Ieflected light with the interval of their separation; yet in ordinary quadrants, of simpler construction and more moderate price, not designed to be furnished with it tele-scope, or mirror with a polished edge, I cannot but-think that an easy and cheap substitution for both, would, if found to answer, be-very useful; as 
ecuring at all times the advantages of Mr. Blair's invention for the back observation, (at least for taking altitudes); to those navigators, who do not furnish themselves with a more perfect and expensive instrument; as well as to those Who on land desire, in sur 
veys, to ascertain large angular distances by the quadrant; or by an artificial horizon 
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The ichnographical plan and position of both the mirrors is represented in fig. 6. as they are fixed on the head of the 

index. 
B is the great mirror, and b is the cock supporting it, with 

its case ; D the wing or adjusting lever of the cock ; fand g the screws for erecting it perpendicular to the plane of the 
instrument in the usual manner ; and e e are the steady pins in the index fastening the cock ; dd are two pins on which 
the edge of the mirror rests. 
A is a round brass plate, with a milled edge of the same 

size with the head of the index, and with the fig. both being three inches in diameter, and screwed fast to it, concentric 
with the index, by th,e four screws ssss screwed into the 

C is the little mirror screwed to the plate by the screw h 
passing through the wing E,of its cock c: it is erected and 
fastened perpendicular by means of the screws h and i, in the 
same manner as the mirror B is by the screwsf and g: m is a 
steady pin fastened ,in the cock e, inserted into a hole in the 
plate A; andk another strong steady pin rivetted in the plat; the upper part of which, being cylindrical passes up through a hole in the stroiig bar or wing E of the cock c, which hole it 
exactly fills, but allowing the cock to be elevated or depressed a little for adjustment of the mirror, without any angular mo 
to take altitudes or angles exceeding 45 degrees, to find the latitude, &c., for which the back hotizon glass must be used. It is also desirable for the interests of science and navigation, that quadrants of snfficient performance should be made capable of 
being fitbricated in different places. 
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tion about the centre of the index. Thus by the screws h and 
i, and the steady pins k and m, the little mirror is made erect 
and fixed on the plate A : it is also set at right angs. to the 
index mirror B, by loosening a little the screws s s s s, and turn  
ing the whole plate A by its milled edge, round its centre on 
either side, so far as necessary ; and when this is found to be 
accurately effected, the screws ssss are to be again made 
fast; when the little mirror will be perpendicular both to the 
plane of the instrument, and also to that of the great mirror, and cannot, without suffering violence, alter its position. 
This. circular motion of the plate A, and of the little mirror 

fastened, to it, is permitted, without communicating any mo 
tion or even contact of it, to the increx-grass, its, cock, steady 
pins, or screws, by the following contrivance. 
Through the plate A are cut long holes or slits, formed as 

represented in the fig. concentric with it, at the places of 
the screws s ss-&, f, and g, and also at the pins d d and e-e 
these slits are made just so wide, as that the screws and pins will not touch Ahem, and that the heads of the screws will, when screwed down, press upon the edges of the slits : the 
slits at e e are not represented In the fig. to avoid confu 
sion : the slits at s and g should be so long as to allow the 
plate A to turn through the space about -,-1-6-th of an inch on 
each side of the screws fixed erect ; and the slits at d d, e e, and f, may be shorter, according as they lie nearer the cen 
tre, each slit bounded within the same sector of a circle. 

VOL. XII. 
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Tbrpugti f*c,slits in the plate A, the screws s s s s, f, and 

g are inserted, ainq ,x(mat g fastened in the head of the 
i!Idex_.; in Mill:0, latter, the piis e e penetrate also through the wing D of, the cock of the j.ncle*.glass to steady it 

Tb 
" 

edgaof t1 inde)s-glps 1:3 rie,sts, o. thpii4s, d ci,, which 
project, op..ty so far 4bpve the s,p_rfapq, o1 the plate Ar as to 
keep, t139 ,41,1c1 tbe, wing /), of its qoc cleasrof it, 9as that thc platq cqq -tup Omit under both I;yitliout touching and the hay, coy, wing g of tiv cock c lic acbp14, ith of 
an inch alNyq,t,hpw,ineg P, 0, as, t9 1?c,qpj cipq, of it, and 
pprimsi,t; r4,isjp,g or. cimcsAng,ti wing It may be stwp9rcl thi4 tle c9p4, c and its Nyfips E must at firAt, be so foripe4,t_lp.,,t,the ip,irrpr C, wlicn fas,t;cn,e4, c firm, w,i1,1 be 
nearly at right anij0q,ths9 mirror B, when the bar E, 
parallel to the index mirror, and the screws, Scc, are in the 
middle of the slits in the plate A ; that a small Of the  plate A on either side, will suffice for in exact,adjustment of 
the mirror C. 
There a round kalp in the miiclip of the plate A,  good deal wider than t*jfkep,c1 of the pip, about which the 

turpr'aild the plate is made to turn concentric with the pin 
by a little ring or socket 11, brazed in the hole in the plate, . , or by an annular leqge formed on it projecting dpwrovard below the under surface of the plate about th 1.3rt of an 
inch. The outside of this prp-icting ling is to be ex:actly 
fitted into a circular groove or cavity formed in the index, so 
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far distant from the head of the pin, that the ring *ill not 
touch it, nor affect its motion or pOsition. 
The cock c and its cap are fbinied *ith an indehtUre 

them, (as in fl fig; at the end of the index-glass, in order 
that the mirror C may lie nearer to it, whichwilI allow the 
little mirror to be ma d bfoadet; withOut enla'rgilig the brass 
plate A and the head of tli itidek ;, While the part Of the 
cock not indented I4I, as well as its ving E, be made SQ 
massivb and strOng,et' IVA tbe bent and stfdiffd easily by 
any dc'idfif: a notch is cut in the side of the bar' E at the 
screw f, to allom'r thiscies'v to be turn`ed, Without touching the bat: thus ' both the fiiiirOrs may 136 adjusted independent on each Ot 
'the little mirror C requires not be silvered on the " and c'onecplidntly' it opitiOsite suifaes need n6i, be IS'af'6,1f61, so 

th'ht may bc rildde of a iece of well pbiilied, and plane 
looking 'Oa-0, 6Lit th polish rildse be tken away fr6rn its 
back surflith by grinding it On a' plate with 

d the surface thin niaAd rotigh Mlotild be s'n~leared over with  feather dicA iijit oil d ijtine mixed with 
lampblack, to prent all refle/ctibii frofii,tEat The addition of this mirror to the index 'adds no trouble to the business of fixing the index-glass : the extra: work re 
quired is that of the little mirror and of the plate A ; and the fabrication of this plate will be greatt, facilitated, if it be cast from a model, in 1;i;I:)kh the slit ad perforations, and L 
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the central annular ledge, (the former to be of a size a little 
less than requisite in the plate when finished, are already made in their proper places. The plates cast from this model 
will require no measurement nor piercing; and only want to 
be-fileci, turned and polished. 
The mirror C is to be adjusted by making it, by a fore ab 

servation, parallel to the back horizon glass, by turning with 
the left band the plate A by its milled edge, till the images of the object viewed are seen to coincide ; and then fastening the plate A to the index by the screws ssss; it follows, that 
the back horizon glass must itself be for this purpose previ 
ously adjusted at right angles to the index-glass, in the way before mentioned, which may always on land be easily per formed. And I should imagine that even atsea, when the sea 
is calm, it might perhaps be practicable, by fixing up two 
papers, with:a, black line drawn vertically on each, on the adja cent sides of two masts of the ship ; by which lines, the qua drant fixed on two points of a moveable stand, plated on deck 
between the two masts, may have the back horizon glass ad  justed, i as above, n order by this means to try at any time whe 
ther the little mirror C has its adjustment altered ; which, 
however, must be very unlikely to happen, especially if the 
contiguous sides of 'the plate A and of the index be not po 
lished, lest the plate should slide on the index. At other 
times the back horizon glass is to be adjusted by the mirror C, 
supposed to be itself right in position ; and indeed considering that this mirror is not, as the horizon glasses are, rested on the 



points of two pins like a lever, and that these glasses are 
moved and secured, not by the outer edges of the circular 
plates of their frames, but by the small axes of those plates, 
very near the centres of their motion ; whereas the mirror C 
is fastened firmly on a broad plate, screwed tight near its 
margin by 4 screws to the bead of the index, it is not easy to 
conceive bow it can alter its adjustment ; though from the 
above mode commonly in use for fixing the horizon glasses, it is not unaccountable why they should frequently do so, not 
being fastened by the margins of their frames. These frames, 
however, are sometimes moved by endless screws playing their ratched edges; and this construction when well executed. is much better than the former. 

Read 21st May, 1810, 


